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I. INTR~OUOTI~N 
This paper deals with certain aspects of the distribution of finite, non- 
intersecting particles or vacancies in a surrounding medium. It is often 
necessary to disperse particles of one kind in a matrix of a different material 
in order to obtain desirable combinations of mechanical, thermal, electrical 
and/or other physical properties, which cannot be obtained in single com- 
pounds or homogeneous mixtures. For the purposes of the present discussion 
this process of dispersion or “seeding” includes not only the most familiar 
application, viz. “loading” in which the dispersoid is denser than (or at least 
different from) the matrix, but also the case of “cavitation,” in which empty 
cavities are dispersed throughout the matrix. Typical examples of loading 
include the distribution of heavy particles in a light matrix for acoustic 
dispersion. Examples of cavitation include various types of foamed materials 
designed mainly for lightweight structural purposes or for dynamic isolation. 
In addition to these practical examples similar questions also arise in con- 
sidering scattering by dust particles in the atmosphere, or by bubbles in 
water, as well as in the theory of liquid structure and stellar distribution. 
The random distribution of point particles in an infinite medium leads to 
particle densities governed by the well-known relatives of the Poisson 
distributi0n.l These results also apply ( except on a microscopic, i.e., particle, 
scale) to tenuous dispersions of finite particles, and may also be extended to 
finite matrices.2 
At the other end of the density scale (for finite particles), one runs into 
some version of dense packing problems. Although many detailed properties 
* Now at Heliodyne Corp., 11689 SorrentoValley Road,San Diego, California 92121. 
i See, for example, “Geometric Probability” by M. G. Kendall and P. A. P. Moran 
(Charles Griffin, London 1963), p. 47, which also contains a comprehensive review 
of many related problems in geometric probability. Particular reference should be 
made to work of C. Mack (cited in this book) on two-dimensional clumping problems, 
p Ibid., p. 53. 
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of such limiting configurations are known, 3 definitive results about absolute 
maximum densities are lacking even in these cases. These problems depend 
mainly on complex geometric considerations, rather than on statistical 
ones, and will not be discussed further here. 
The following discussion is concerned with the intermediate regime, where 
the finite volume of the dispersed particles is taken into account, but where 
the packing effects are treated in a statistical way, without reference to specific 
geometric configurations. The original question was the determination of 
the effective absorption properties of a plane slab-loaded with finite spheres, 
and the formulation is particularly adapted to this case. Similar techniques 
may, however, be applied to other “clumping” problems, and a spherically 
stratified situation may also be treated at the cost of some additional analytic 
complexity. 
II. NOTATION AND FORMULATION 
We therefore consider a plane parallel slab of thickness h, area A, and 
volume V = Ah, in which there are randomly dispersed n particles of volume 
w and mean projected area a. (In general 16a3 < 97r02, with equality occurring 
only for spherical particles.) Since it is supposed that the particles do not 
overlap, there exists a numberf < 1, the “ultimate” packing fraction, which 
defines the maximum number of particles N of volume w which can be con- 
tained in V: 
If V/v is not large, f will depend on both V and v, but as the ratio V/v in- 
creases, f will generally tend to some limit. 4 For example, for equal spheres 
it is believed that f -+ 7~/3 2/Z N .74. Because of the occurrence of this 
“packing” phenomenon, the effective volume available after the addition 
of n particles is Vw(n, N), where 
0 < w(ti, N) < 1 
w(O,N)= 1, w(N, N) = 0. (2) 
8 Various aspects of random and regular close packing configurations may be found in 
A. H. Boerdijk. Philips Res. Repts. 7 (1952), 303. 
M. E. Wise. Ibid., p. 321, and 
E. N. Gilbert. Canad. J. Math. 16 (1964), 286. 
“Regular Figure” by L. Fejes-Toth (Macmillan, London, 1964) contains a general 
review of regular packing problems. 
4 However, see Boerdijk, lot. cit., who shows that there may be infinite subregions 
of P’ + 00 in which f may attain somewhat larger values than the uniform maximum. 
Such peculiarities are, however, not taken into account here, 
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In the following discussion we will assume that this packing function w 
depends only on the ratio x = n/N. The effect of the ambient density of 
the particles is thus taken into account in an average way, but local geometrical 
fluctuations are ignored. This assumption is generally valid for small x and 
all N, and is statistically valid for all x for N large enough. Difficulties may 
only be expected to occur for x near 1 and N small; such cases are in any 
case not amenable to useful statistical analysis, but require detailed 
geometrical investigation.5 
If the particles are distributed in the closest regular packing configuration 
from the beginning, m(x) will be given by the linear function 
With a statistical distribution, however, w(x) will have the form 
w(x)zl -/lfx= 1 -fi 
for small x, with f = /If 3 1. If there is no attempt at packing j3 will be 
substantially larger than l/f e.g., /3 = 8 for spherical particles. Furthermore, 
there will be a value x, < 1, depending on the amount of packing such that 
W(X) = 0 for x 3 x1 . x, then represents the maximum random packing 
density. At this point w’(xJ = - 1, if w(x) is taken to be a smooth function. 
If W(X) is taken to be a quadratic function satisfying these requirements, we 
find 
w(x) = 1 -fx + 4 (f2 - 1) x2 (3) 
with x1 = 2/( 1 +J). F’g I ure 1 illustrates some possible packing functions, 
w(x). In general we may expect w(x) to lie between the regular packing line 
1 - x, and the “unpacked” distribution 1 - j?fx = 1 -fi. For some pur- 
poses it may be convenient to approximate W(X) by a straight line passing 
through (1, 0) and (0, x1). This is equivalent to an effective close packing 
fraction 
fi =fx1. 
For the quadratic function (3) above this becomes 
2f 2f 
fl=,,Bf=Ff* 
6 The above remarks apply to “reasonably” shaped particles that are not only 
convex but for which the projected areas are not strongly varying functions of direction. 
It is clear, for example, that needle-shaped particles require extended and modified 
discussion. 
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W(X) 
FIG. 1. Relation between relative awailuble volume W(X), and relative occupied 
volume x. 
In order to calculate the distribution in depth of the particles, we let 
Sk*, be the mean area in which there are k effective layers, and uksn = SkmnlA 
be the corresponding relative mean area,6 yksn the total number of particles 
under such an area is then given by 
S 
yrc -k* .n - 
and the effective volume available for the addition of new particles in Sk,, 
is therefore hSk,nw(yk,nv/f h&J. Introducing 
m=fha-Na 
9 A (4) 
the maximum effective number of layers, the argument of w becomes simply 
k/m. 
I5 &*m is a purely statistical quantity. The corresponding geometric figures will 
generally be extremely complicated. The following formulation may be cast in more 
probabilistic terms by introducing the probability of finding k layers (or of a given 
path length) which is essentially equivalent to u&,~ . However, the geometric language 
used here seems to allow a more perspicuous derivation. 
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Thus, if an additional particle is introduced at random, the probability 
of its being in a certain area being proportional to the effective volume 
available, we find the relations 
S = So,, - ah 
s 
Onn o.n+1 
S k.n+l = Sk,, + ah for K > 1, 
which may be more conveniently written in the form 
NW (G) [uo,n+l - ~o,nl = - muo,,, 
NW (+) hn+l - u k,nl = m [“k-l,mw (&!) - Uk.nW (&)I 
The uksn satisfy the limiting conditions 
(for K 2 1). (5) 
uk.O - -8 k.0 7 'k.N-m+k+l - - 0. (6) 
Equations 5 and conditions 6 are the basic relations which underly the folbw- 
ing discussion. 
III. DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS 
As a first application of the above formulation, let us consider the problem 
of the discrete distribution in depth of n particles in a slab of total effective 
capacity N particles, and with a maximum number m of effective layers. 
In order to obtain a perspicuous result and to keep the analysis within 
convenient limits, we shall assume the linear packing function 
w(x) = 1 - x. 
The result is then of a simple combinatorial character, and may indeed by 
obtained by direct combinatorial arguments. The method may, however, 
be extended to polynomial packing functions which are not amenable to 
direct combinatorial analysis. Since these cases lead to analytical complica- 
tions, depending explicitly on the polynomial coefficients of w(x), they will 
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not be discussed further here, but will be explored later in the framework 
of the continuous limit (Section IV). 
For a linear packing function Eqs. (5) become 
w - $ ko,n+1 - %ml = - mu0.n 
(N - n) kk.n+l - u&n] = (m - k + 1) uk-l,n - cm - k, uk,n 
The generating functions 
h’-m+k 
Gds) = c uk,nsn 
0 
then satisfy the differential equations 
s(1 - s) G;(s) - [N + 1 - (N - m) s] G,(s) = - (N + 1) 
s(1 - s) G;(s) - [N + 1 - (N - m + k) s] G,(s) = - (m - k 4 
(k > 1). 
(7) 
(8) 
1) Gk-l(S) 
with 
G,(O) = 1. (10) 
These equations may be solved explicitly to yield 
Gk(s) = (N + 1) (;) #+I(1 - s)-(m+r) j: (t - s)~ (1 - t)na-k t-(N+s) dt 
= (N + 1) (;) Sk Ji(l -y)“y”-k(y + s(l -y))“-” dy. (11) 
Expanding the last binomial and noting that 
s 
l (1 -yY)“yN-” dy = ?A;; ;;; 
0 
we find that 
so that 
N-m+k 
U k.n = (13) 
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The direct combinatorial nature of this result is quite evident. If n, N -+ co 
while x = n/N remains finite, 
l&(x) N (g x”( 1 - x)-k 
as one would expect. 
Higher powers of x in W(X) lead to correspondingly higher derivatives of 
G,(s) in their defining differential equations. The solutions then take much 
more complicated forms than shows in Eq. (ll), though they must still, of 
course, be eventually reducible to polynomials. It is not illuminating to 
pursue these in the present general context. 
IV. COXTINCOUS LOADING 
In most cases of interest the .maximum number of particles N, and the 
actual number n are both large, and it is therefore convenient to make a 
transition to “continuous” loading, i.e., to allow both n, N and N to become 
infinite in such a way that x = (n/N) remains finite (0 < x < I). 
Equations (5) then become 
w(x) 2 = - mu, 
w(r)~=m(w(~)*,_,--w(~)u,) 
By introducing 
and 
k 
wk=w - ( 1 m 
(so that w,, = 1, w,,, = 0), Eq. (14) take the even simpler form 
(k Z 1). (14) 
du, -=-mu 
dz 0 
4 - = m(wk--luk-l - wkuk) 
dz k>l 
with the limiting conditions 
G9 = ho 
ux(m) = L * 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
409!‘23!2-I2 
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Introducing the Laplace transforms 
Uk(p) = 1,” uk(z) e-P2 dz, 
we obtain the linear equations 
(P + 4 uo = 1 
(p + mwk) uk = mwk-lUk-l 
with the solution 
uk = $ (mwi) tfi (p+l,wi ) 
k>,l 
k>l 
(19) 
(20) 
= if lrnwt) $ (1’55 m(w. y w,,) p +‘mw ’ 
(21) 
1-O 2 j 
whence 
s 
7, 
u,(z) = mw,-, u,,&z’) dx’. (22) 
0 
Before discussing these results further it is worthwhile to note that Eqs. (17) 
are exactly the equations of a general “pure birth” process’. Despite the 
large literature on this topic, which has great biological interest, most of the 
specific studies have centered on the so-called Yule process, which corres- 
ponds to a linear form of w(x), and on some special quadratic forms not 
applicable to the present problem.8 
In particular 
(23) 
’ See, for example “An Introduction to Probability Theory and its Applications,” 
Vol. I, by W. Feller (Wiley, New York, 1950). 
8 A review of many of the results and a comprehensive list of references is given in 
“Elements of the Theory of Markov Processes and their Applications,” by A. T. 
Bharucha-Reid (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1960). 
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For the simple linear packing function W(X) = 1 - x this is simply 
u(O)(x) = (1 - x)” 0 (24) 
(corresponding to a uniform distribution of m independent layers), while 
for the linear approximation w(x) = 1 -jx, which is valid for small x, it 
becomes 
z&x) = (1 - fx)“‘f . (25) 
Since w(x) generally satisfies 
I -j!X<w(x)<l --x (26) 
it follows that 
z&x) < uo(x) < 2$‘(x). (27) 
If we take CO(X) to have the quadratic form (3) we readily find that 
2-(J+l>x m 
Uo~X)=[2-(f-~)x - 1 (28) 
For small x this has the same behavior as @(x), i.e., 
~~(x)rr!l --ma+$m(m-f)x2*.*. (2% 
As x+x1, however the quadratic term and the effective decrease in 
marginal volume make themselves felt. We find (x1 - x < 1) 
uo(x) N (x1 - xp. (30) 
In the case of the “equivalent” close packing function (viz. with f replaced 
by fi = fxr) we would have 
(x1 - X)mzl, 
which is larger by a factor which may be quite large for large m. In general 
the functional form of this ratio will depend on the exact form of w(x), but 
one can show that, apart from a constant factor the ratio is given by 
(x1 - *)~k-l). (31) 
These estimates are useful, because uo(x) represents the mean relative 
transparent area of the slab. It is also important to know the fluctuation of 
the effective thickness (opaqueness) as a function of x. The explicit formulas 
(22) do not, in general, lend themselves to convenient or perspicuous expres- 
sions of such results, even in limiting cases. Instead it is simpler to return 
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to the differential equations (14), and to construct the moment generating 
function 
F(x, y) = 5 uk(x) eky. 
0 
(32) 
A direct application of difference calculus shows that F(x, y) satisfies the 
(linear) partial differential equation 
w(x) g = m(eu - 1) w (-& $) F. 
An explicit solution in closed form may be obtained if w(x) is a linear 
function, viz., 
F(x, y) = (1 - x + xe’)m, (34) 
which agrees.with the limiting forms found in the discrete case. If w(x) is 
a higher order polynomial, F may be expressed as the inverse Laplace trans- 
form of an integral of the solution of a higher order ordinary differential 
equation; for example, in the quadratic case, involving hypergeometric 
functions. 
In most cases of interest-m, the maximum number of layers-is large, 
which suggests the application of a suitable perturbation procedure to avoid 
the analytical complexities described above. Because of the degenerate nature 
of Eq. (33) both as m -•z cc and as s + 0, it is important to choose a-suitable 
form of the procedure. 
The result (34) suggests, as a first step placing 
F(x, y) = ek@‘(z*%‘) (35) 
(where v also klepends on m). We find that &z, s) satisfies the partial dif- 
ferential equation 
44 ax ” =(ev-l)[w(-$+&w’(-$J$+-a-1. (36) 
We may now expand 93 in a series in (l/m) 
v = $0’ + L 
?np 
(1) + -L'pl') + . . . . 
The leading term satisfies 
which is a nonlinear first order partial differential equation. 
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Dropping the superscript, and writing 
the characteristic equations of (38) become 
dx 
- = w(x) 
dz 
* = SW(X) [l - 7 3 
dz 1 
2 = &w + w(7) 
d5 z= - W(k) 
and 
y = log 
( 
1 + =). 
w(7) 
(3% 
Equations (39) may be solved by direct quadrature for any given form of w. 
The actual solution may then be obtained from the characteristics by the 
elimination of the initial conditions, which is not generally possible in closed 
form. To calculate the moments in this approximation, however, it is not 
necessary to solve even the characteristic equations. Instead, we return 
Eq. (38), and noting the “initial” and “boundary” conditions 
x=0 vz-=2k =..* aP, 9 w =o 
x = Xl v = x,y; y =o, qJ =o, (41) 
place 
9J = xy + BY2#(X) + **’ * (42) 
The mean number of layers p(x) then becomes p(x) = mx as required. 
While this follows from the form (42) assumed for v, it may be derived from 
the general properties of the solutions of the characteristic equations subject 
to the conditions (41). 
Inserting this expression into Eq. (38), expanding in powers of y (round 
y = 0) and annulling coefficients, we find 
44 #I4 = WC4 w’(x) + w(x), (43) 
which has the solution 
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The corresponding mean square dispersion in the layer distribution is 
C”(X) = m+(x) (to the same order in l/m). 
For W(X) = 1 - LXX the above result is exact, since Eq. (38) is identical 
with Eq. (36) and we find 
$qx) = X(1 - CCC), 
which agrees with formula (34) in the case 01 = 1. In general we find 
u”(x) CY mx(1 + w’(0) X) (45) 
for small X, and 
u”(x) Y m(x, - x) (46) 
for x N x1 (the maximum packing density). If w(x) is a differentiable function 
lying between 1 -fi and 1 - x (see Fig. l), and if in addition w”(x) > 0 
(W(X) is concave upwards), then one can easily show that 
m(x) (1 -fx) < u”(x) < mx(1 - X). 
In particular, for the quadratic form (3) one may calculate explicitly 
(47) 
U"(X) = 
f(3" - 1) 
qcf2 + 1) [l - 2(f2 + 1) x] 
+ 2-cf-tl)x ~(32-I)log(2_(f_l)x). (48) 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results of the previous section show that when the maximum number 
of layers m is large an independent layer picture is still valid (to order l/m), 
provided the single layer generating function exu is replaced by em(k*g) where v 
is given by formula (42). Higher order corrections may be calculated using 
formulas (36) and (37). If m is not large, one may, of course, solve the original 
differential Eqs. (14) directly. 
For most applications, expressions (23) and (44), which define respectively 
the mean “transparent” area and the mean square fluctuation of the average 
number of layers occupied, contain the bulk of the usable information needed 
to estimate deviations from a simple independent layer model. They serve 
to define the effective “coverage” (or opaqueness), the degree of overlap, 
and the f!uctuations in (geometric) opaqueness. 
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